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Abstract. Using the statistical weights methods became a new tendency in approaching studies 

centered upon identifying the territorial inequalities, the explanatory character of these solutions, 

anchored in the nomothetic episteme al of spatial economy, with a strong echo in the Romanian 

geographic and sociologic school, also. This paper has as purpose analyzing, based upon a regional 

underdevelopment geography study, how the generalization of certain statistical and mathematical 

methods taken over from other sciences can alter the rapport between the real and the estimated 

profile, given the fact that geography operates with statistical data associated to inferential statistics. 

 

Rezumat. Prelucrarea seriilor de date teritoriale în calcularea inicelui de dezvoltare rurală în 

Moldova. Utilizarea metodelor statistice a devenit o nouă tendintă în abordarea studiilor centrate pe 

identificarea inegalităŃilor teritoriale. Caracterul explicativ ale acestor soluŃii, ancorat în 

epistemologia nomotetică a economiei spaŃiale, cu un ecou puternic în evoluŃia şcolii româneşti 

geografice şi sociologice este evident. Această lucrare are ca scop analizarea, pe baza unui studiu de 

geografie, a subdezvoltării regionale, a modului cum generalizarea unor metode matematice şi 

statistice preluate de la alte ştiinŃe poate modifica raportul dintre real şi profilul de estimat, dat fiind 

faptul că geografia operează cu date statistice asociate cu statisticile inferenŃiale. 
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 The multi-criteria hierarchy methods are used for studies in territorial profile, being 

useful for elaborating regional classifications, and also for comparing the territorial unit 

with the average level in order to measure the gap between the units (Nelea Nicuşor Mihai, 

2005).  

In a world where attention is a very rare resource, information becomes a pricey product, 

as it may misdirect our attention from what is important toward what it is not (Herbert 

Simon, 2002). 

 

The hypotheses of this study come from the difficulties of circumscribing the 

indicators which analyze the rural community underdevelopment, regardless of the source 

of approach: economy, sociology or geography. 

The relations inter-particularized by territorial statistical individual make classifications on 

multi-criteria hierarchy very difficult, and the main impediments are the following: 
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- Using alternative synthetic indicators leads to para-mathematical, disputable conventions, 

in which multiple origin explanatory variables are used to the same degree for the final 

result, leading to arbitrary conclusions (Jean Gadrey, 2002). 

- Partial indexes successive weights of an underdevelopment indicator frequently uses 

incomplete, subjective statistical methods which elude, by using scoring, the real energies 

between variables. 

- Multivariate analysis methods not taking into account the essential particularities of 

territorial data series – that of retaining a large amount of unexplained information, invisible 

through a simple correlation between variables or through relating them to an average 

profile. 

 

1. THE CALCULATION METHODOLOGY OF THE COMMUNITY 

DEVELOPMENT INDEX 
 

The community underdevelopment analysis for the Moldavian rural settlements starts 

from the premise that the statistical “noise” effect when elaborating final typologies or big 

differences between the results based on model-selected explanatory variables and the 

results based on adjusting the model by introducing new exogenous variables changing the 

behavior of the endogenous variable, are created because the initial variables are randomly 

selected. 

It is true that the previously mentioned deficiencies are solicited by the exigencies of 

geometrical statistics, using highly independent brute variables, when explaining a process 

of a socio-economic phenomenon, considering that the relevance of finale classifications is 

higher when using simple modalities. 

Nonetheless, the realities individualizing geographic processes are contrary to this model. 

A simple indicator, which evolves, apparently, as an elementary variable, as 

illiteracy, hides geo-demographic, socio-economic explanations of gender inequalities or 

differences among ethnic and confessional minorities. 

At the same time with this statistical disagreement, elaborating typologies based on 

multiple coagulations of simple variables will have a redundancy effect, meaning 

involuntarily including repetitive variables. 

This is why it is better for the statistical analysis of territorial data to work with 

derived indicators, made up from several variables, which can extract their own typologies, 

with a smaller number of final variables, but a higher explanatory and conclusive effect. 

When constructing the rural community development, we took into account six 

composite indicators, each one responsible with identifying the functioning of a certain 

component of the rural settlement system: 

- Educational fund component 

- Vital capacity of rural communities 

- Work force situation component 

- Effective use of the territorial fund 

- Human habitat quality 

- Transactional component of the financial-banking service system 

Considered from the perspective of welfare geography (John Rawls – 1971, Esping-

Andersen Gosta, 1990), the analysis is based upon nomothetic interpretation methods, with 

a focus upon the community poverty concept, seen as a state of major deficiency in ensuring 
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several types of accessibilities/commodities (Amartya Sen, Commodities and Capabilities, 

1999). 

The methods used to identify the aforementioned deficiency of certain models 

specific to geography: the central place model, the graph model and the center-periphery 

model. 

The advantage of using a synthesis between these models by the necessity to 

distinguish for each of the 2944 localities within the study two essential categories of 

relationships, transformed into potential accessibilities: 

- The emissivity potential of a locality will include variables 

emphasizing the necessity of a market for those needs, may they be present or 

not in that locality, these variables being set to fractions denominator (number 

of students between 7 and 11 for primary school education services, number of 

aged people for sanitary services, number of persons trained in the primary 

sector for the agro-alimentary commercial services etc.) 

- The attractiveness potential of a locality will include variables 

emphasizing the necessity of a clientage to satisfy the offer, these variables 

being set to numerator fractions (number of teachers, number of medical staff, 

number of persons left abroad, number of active companies in sectors specific 

to the rural development, correlated with diversity variables, the number of 

employees in the banking system etc.) 

For both forms of potential we will use for the denominator distances-time calculated 

by the emissive center toward the closest attractive center, for each index and sub-index, so 

that, eventually, form the two types of potential accessibilities – attractiveness and 

emissivity – an interaction potential will result between the locality necessitating serving 

functions and the locality benefiting from the functions. 

In order to avoid the statistical-mathematical deformation provoked by the strict 

geographic situation of administrative-territorial units we will use trans-scalar methods 

through which the same territorial element will dispose, consequently, of several 

accessibility indexes, according to the complexity of relationships induced by the quality 

and quantity between necessity and service (commodity). 

In this sense, we will respect the geographic transitivity principle: a rural locality 

unfavorably placed toward the center of the village will ignore these relations if it is 

favorably placed toward a town in the superior standard. 

 

2. METHODS OF STANDARDIZATION AND CRITERIA HIERARCHY 

FOR PARTIAL INDEXES OF A HUMAN COMMUNITY SOCIAL STATE 
 

Using six synthetic indicators for which we employed 55 variables crate many 

difficulties in the intention of getting a single final index with maximal probability of an 

equidistant characterization of Moldavian rural settlement. 

In this sense, we had to use statistical modeling methods as factorial analysis, which, 

by using multivariate exploration techniques, allows the graphic extraction of similarities 

between the statistical data rows, being also capable to quantify the correlation degree 

between several factors, apparently independent. 
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The most known statistical methods of organizing data rows in compact groups, with 

a superior explanatory capacity are the ascendant hierarchical classification, the main 

components analysis and the rank sum method. 

 

2.1 Multivariate analysis method – ascendant hierarchical classification. Also 

named tree classification or aggregation classification, it has as purpose obtaining 

typologies created according to independent variables, through successively allocating 

individuals belonging to a statistical population in classes created through successive fusion, 

so that two subjects initially belonging to two different subgroups (clusters) will be united 

by an increase in the precision level within common subgroups
1
. The ascendant 

classification method will 

not be used as final 

method to establish the 

community development 

hierarchy of Moldavian 

localities, but elaborating 

it will be essential in 

determining the inter-

class/intra-class 

differences within the final 

typology realized through 

the exploratory statistical 

analysis based upon 

multiple correlations 

between variables and 

according to main 

components analysis. 

 

2.2 The rank sum 

method refers to 

attributing ranks to each 

administrative-territorial 

unit, successively, 

according to the hierarchy 

created by each indicator 

to take into account during 

the analysis. In these 

conditions, the unity with 

maximal qualitative performance gets rank1, the next localities getting higher ranks, the 

highest rank being attributed to the unit registering the minimal qualitative level for each 

variable (n= number of units for the researched unit). By adding up the ranks corresponding 

to each territorial unit we get a score. The territorial unit with the lowest score is the most 

performing in all the perspectives included within the multi-criteria analysis and gets the 

                                                
1
 For more details regarding the factorial analysis, see Analiza factorială a fenomenelor social-economice în 

profil regional, Voineagu V., Furtună F., Aramis 2002. 
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final rank as the score increases, and the final rank, until we get to rank n attributed to the 

territorial unit with the highest scores. 

The rank sum method presents the advantage of an easy and rapid application, offering 

generally correct information regarding the administrative-territorial units’ classification. 

Moreover, the results can be valorized in the territorial planning research based upon non-

parametric measurement methods for the intensity of the relationships between variables 

(Goschin Z., Pârlog C, 2004).  

This method’s shortcomings are related to the double leveling of the variable size of 

differences between units by replacing them with an arithmetic progression with a 1 rate, the 

first leveling takes place when attributing ranks for each of the characteristics within the 

study, and the second leveling takes place when replacing the score with the final ranks’ 

row. That is how we lose a lot of the information quality, the various distances between 

successive units being systematically replaced with the difference (1) between successive 

ranks.  

2.3. Main components analysis and weights according to the correlation means 

within an exploratory statistical analysis. According to the main components’ analysis, 

we came to the conclusion that the six direct variables that we previously presented may be 

reduced to 4 factors ensuring 90% of the explanation for the whole dispersion. Taking from 

the connection matrix the values of each factor we could see two aspects: 

1.    The correlation between the direct variables. For example, by analyzing the correlation 

between factor 1 and factor 2 we can see 3 types of correlations between the initial variables 

included in the research: 

 

 
Fig. 2. The correlation community development indexes 

 

a. Convergent correlations involving a positive evolution, the increase in a 

variable being directly proportional with an increase in the others. Such correlations 

are established between the education services index, the technical-urban planning 

families index, the work force index and the financial-banking index, with the 

strongest correlation between the technical-urban planning index and the financial-

banking index . 
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b. Quadrature correlations, in fact non-correlations. 

c. Divergent correlations involving a negative evolution, the increase in a 

variable being dependent upon a decrease in the other. Such a correlation, even 

though at the quadrature limit, may be seen between the sanitary services factor and 

the agrarian exploitations factor, the increase in the first factor determining the 

probability of the age group structure erosion, which positively influences an 

increase in the second index. It is in fact the only negative correlation among the six 

indices, taken two by two. 

 

2.   What are the weights of each variable in determining the 4 main components of the 

analysis? 

In order to emphasize the inequality relations between the latent variables of the community 

development index we will initially use an exploratory statistical analysis with the purpose 

of determining the importance of each factor according to the correlation means between the 

variables. 

  The method may be synthetically expressed according to a matrix with the 

correlograms between the six partial indexes taken two by two (fig. nr) 

The strongest connections are those between the accessibility to financial-banking services 

and the urban planning quality of the habitat, which emphasizes the essential role of the 

weights of persons left to work abroad variable in elaborating the budget of rural 

communities. 

  The lowest values for the slope of the regression line equation are those between the 

sanitary and agrarian exploitations profit variables, which gives an explanatory dimension 

to these two factors, interpretable aspect if analyzed from a strictly geographic perspective, 

their low relevance being induced by the ubiquity of its variables. Geo-demographic aspects 

such as population ageing or those regarding agrarian density are substantial to all the 

components of the rural settlements system. 

  The statistical-mathematical methods cannot identify the rapports hiding behind the 

quantitative interface of latent variables during processing, the malfunctions being caused 

by an essential flaw in collecting territorial databases – statistics imputation. 

  The corresponding correlations may be transposed into the equation below, the low 

importance of the sanitary and agro-alimentary factor being also noticeable from the 

particular behavior of the two variables within the biform graph between the two main 

components according to the factorial analysis. 

 

 
Where:  

– Community Development index; 

 – Education services index; 

 – Financial-banking index; 

 –Technical-urban planning index; 

 – Agrarian exploitations profit index; 

 – Work force market index; 
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 – Sanitary services index. 

By continuing the analysis method, we 

will finally eliminate the two variables 

as insignificant in explaining total 

dispersion, recuperating afterwards the 

variables predominantly explanatory. 

The shortcoming of such a method is 

given by the stochastic character of 

separating the variables with high 

explanatory value from those with low 

explanatory value, losing two of the 

latent variables. 

Moreover, the geographic reality 

shows that, unlike geometrical 

statistics, territorial data series are 

emphasized by inferential relations in 

which the variables analyzed are in a 

permanent synergic evolution. 

  If this is validated by the 

specific of geographic statistical 

information, than within the territorial 

analysis the factors that seem the least 

explanatory will become, because of 

their independence toward other variables, the most important factors for the final values of 

the community development index, and these relations can be mathematically extracted 

from the connection matrix between the variables and the four main factors emphasized 

within the main components model.  

  The equation of the community development index becomes as described below, the 

cartography of the result particularizing the settlement typology described in figure : 

 

 
 

  After a comparative analysis of the four methods, we see a complete similarity 

between the results, each interpretation repeating the same territorial cleaving between areas 

with high community development indexes, dependent upon the presence of urban areas or 

major road communication axes and areas with low community development indexes, 

specific to isolated or weakly polarized territorial structures by  

There are several conclusions to mention:  

- The importance of modeling and statistical weights methods for partial variables is 

not too high when operating with territorial databases, as most of the explanatory 

information should be included in partial indicators. 

- There is high probability to arrive to wrong conclusions using the factorial analysis 

method when the interpretation is rigid, according to geometrical statistics, for 

geographic data series the apparently independent factors being able to structure most 

of the explanatory information. 
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Fig. 4. Typology of Moldavian settlements according to community development 

index classification based on rank ordinal value 
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